When 80 percent of data breaches are the result of compromised login credentials, every identity in your business must be secured.

However, SSO can leave gaps.

**Verizon DBIR**

When 80 percent of data breaches are the result of compromised login credentials, every identity in your business must be secured.

Let's look at why SSO, while useful in your tech stack, is not enough to fully protect your organization—and what you can do to fill those gaps.

How can SSO create gaps in your security?

Not all apps are compatible with SSO technologies. If your organization uses a specialized application or unusual software, chances are you can't work with SSO, leaving a door (or many) open to hackers.

How Passwordless Solves For These Gaps

A passwordless solution will help cover EVERY entry point to your organization, giving employees instant, effortless access to ALL sites and applications.

What do you gain when you take away a password?

- **Better Adoption**: Employees can immediately access what they need without having to remember a password.
- **Better Productivity**: Employees (and IT) can focus on value-added tasks rather than trying to remember a password.
- **Stronger Security**: Fewer passwords mean fewer opportunities for breaches or hacks.

The Future is Passwordless

Secure every identity with LastPass.
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